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Examining Teacher Change Within the Context of
Mathematics Curriculum Reform:

Views form Middle School Teachers

One thing is how connected everything is. I learned math in a very fragmented way and I think
that influenced how I taught. I now see a powerful organizing principle that underlies

mathematics and I think that makes a big difference in my teaching.
(6th Grade Mathematics Teacher)

We have learned many valuable lessons from the reform movement of the

90's in education. One of thosi lessons is that forcing change on those unwilling

or unable to change their practice can be disastrous for both students and

teachers alike. Many negative stories of rebellion and going "back to basics"

receive widespread attention, both within education and the wider community.

Yet, there are also lessons to be learned from the flip side of this negativity--

namely, that for many teachers, implementing a new curriculum provides

opportunities for them to learn new content and improve their instruction.

This article explores teachers' perceptions of how their content knowledge

and their teaching strategies changed as a result of implementing a reform

middle school curriculum called Mathematics in Context: A Connected

Curriculum for Grades 5-8 or MiC (NCRMSE & Freudenthal Institute, 1997-98).

Fourteen middle school teachers and two math support professionals from eight

states volunteered to participate in the study. Each teacher had at least one year

teaching MiC and had participated in one or more professional development

workshops. Some of the participants evolved into consultants for implementing

the program, participating as staff development leaders for new MiC

implementation sites. These teachers were selected because one or more of the
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authors noted a positive growth in their beliefs, math content and pedagogical

content knowledge and classroom assessment practices. We do not claim that

the curriculum alone was the impetus for change. It would be much too simplistic

to say that any one curriculum has the power to change teacher's beliefs about

how and what mathematics should be taught. Nor do we claim that all teachers

implementing MiC change in the same ways these teachers changed. Indeed,

there are some teachers who use MiC and do not change their practice and/or do

not fully participate in successfully teaching the curriculum. A discussion of the

full implementation of MiC is beyond the scope of this article.

We focus instead on teachers and leaders who embraced change at the

school and classroom level. Their self-report data, like the quote at the

beginning of this article, tells a story of powerful reflections that provide evidence

of real change in terms of both teaching practices and beliefs about how children

learn mathematics. In using their self-report data, we attempt to move beyond

the general rhetoric that often accompanies discussions of teacher change.

The questions we asked in the survey and semi-structured interviews required

them to provide specific mathematical examples to support their answers. In

many of their responses, it was clear that not only had they learned new teaching

strategies but new mathematics as well. Five themes emerged from the data

collected in this study.

Teachers lean to value informal strategies as mathematics
Teachers see math differently- they make mathematical
connections
Teachers learn from their students
Teachers describe a change in their classroom environment
Teachers appreciated the tasks and the design of the curriculum.
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Each theme will be discussed with direct quotes from teachers using examples

from the MiC curriculum materials and professional development materials.

These themes will be elaborated throughout the rest of the article.

We present the results of this study from two perspectives. The first is our role

as developers of the curriculum. The second perspective is that of staff

developers. Over the past several years, each of us has been involved in

helping teachers implement MiC through professional development workshops

and classroom observations. With many of the participants in this study, we

have developed a professional relationship that transcends the task of providing

information about the curriculum. We have spent hours, through phone, email,

and in-person conversation, sharing and reflecting on "best practices" with MiC.

As a result, we, as researchers, have come to value their knowledge base and

contributions to mathematics education

Background features of MiC and Professional Development Workshops

Imposing any new idea on teachers, such as new curricula or instructional

strategy, is likely to be received with mixed results. MiC has been implemented

by different school districts in a variety of formats ranging from full adoption

across four grade levels to piloting of individual units at some grade levels. Like

many of the new NSF-funded middle school curricula that are now available in

commercial form, MiC was designed to meet the NCTM recommendations

described in various landmark documents (1989, 1991,1995).

Several unique features integral to MiC call for a comprehensive approach

to professional staff development. One of these features is a developmental

approach to mathematics instruction called Realistic Mathematics Education or

Pligge, Kent, & Spence
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RME. The RME instructional approach focuses on guided reinvention of

significant mathematics through the use of intermediary visual models that help

students connect their knowledge of the context to formal mathematical content

(Gravemeijer, 1994, 1995; Streefland, 1991; Treffers, 1991). Another feature is

less emphasis on symbolic "skill and drill" than traditional math curricula and

most reform-based curricula. In addition, most of the end-of-unit assessments

are performance based, requiring students to apply their knowledge to new

contexts and mathematical situations not previously encountered in the daily

tasks. Each of these features became an important aspect of the professional

staff development workshops that we conducted with these teachers and will be

elaborated in the following sections.

Realistic Mathematics Education

Traditional mathematics curricula typically present representations to

illustrate a mathematical concept. This format assumes that students will gain

insights into the concept by examining the visual. However we question this

assumption about mathematical representations in light of new learning theories

such as constructivisim (Cobb, et al., 1992). In addition, the recently released

document, Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000), has

designated "representation" as one of ten Standards to consider across all of the

grade levels. Furthermore, this document emphasizes representation as both

"process and product....to the act of capturing a mathematical concept or

relationship in some form and to the form itselflp. 67). The design of MiC,

incorporates a "bottom-up" approach to visual models so that students have an

opportunity to connect their informal understanding of familiar contexts to
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powerful mathematical concepts using formal mathematical representations

(Gravemeijer, 1994, 1995).

These intermediary models are at the core of the MiC curriculum. For

example, in Figure 1 taken from the first probability unit called Take a Chance

(Jonker, et al, 1997), the visual model uses the context of a mouse traveling

through a maze to provide students an opportunity to develop a tree diagram for

listing all possible outcomes of a situation.

Eah tribt*.has.two &ft.-era:chokes .to Make beforereathtrig 'one* the fitiat
roams: 405crihe the: chi you..con Et$t. 00pm:tatted fret di ram

raj-

2 I 4

TreeDiagrarn
:13. as. 134eSnAdent At**.

Sheet 4,-Put on the
tree diagram-at the
plate Harry vOulti.

Harr finds the. food
ih room 3, trace Harry's
:pothoo 0:* rrta#e

trateHarry's :path oti.
:!-* Ott 014grain.

RtiWt:::W:tmtterS how-the. frucg:
would behave Itt.aciffteretif

Figure 1 - MiC Unit Take a Chance page 32

Students go on to use this model to solve problems involving probability and

expected value. The context provides a mnemonic tool that helps organize the
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problem situation in a way that makes sense to the students. In MiC there are

many powerful contexts, which incorporate organizing tools to promote students'

understanding of important mathematical concepts.

Models such as this one are explored in depth during staff development

workshops. We encourage teachers to examine these models from the students'

perspectives and discuss how students might gain mathematical understanding.

We have found that teacher's interactions with the models often provoke a

variety of thought patterns and reflection. We find it critical in the workshops to

help teachers learn about students' informal knowledge of key mathematical

ideas. For example, in Figure 1, questions such as, "About how many [mice]

would you expect to end up in room 3, where the food is?" and "Would exactly

that many end up in room 3" were designed to elicit students' informal knowledge

of expected value versus experimental trials (Jonker, et al., 1997, p. 32).

Number Models to Develop Computational Proficiency

The role of computation in MiC is perhaps the most controversial. With

the increased role of technology in the form of calculators, the developers made

a conscious decision not to include repetitious skill and drill in any part of the

curriculum. This feature alone caused much concern for teachers implementing

MiC, particularly during the first year. Thus, in workshops special attention is

given to understanding how students utilize MiC number models to develop

strategies leading towards computational proficiency.

The ratio table is one such number model used throughout MiC for all four

operations involving whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents (see

Figure 2). It is a useful tool in that it builds on students' knowledge of computing
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with benchmark numbers (Brinker, 1998; Brendefur & Pitingoro, 1998;

Streefland, 1991). This is one of the most popular models in the curriculum.

Teachers find it fairly simple to implement and are encouraged by students'

flexible ways of using the model to arrive at correct answers. Furthermore, the

example in Figure 2 illustrates that there is an additive as well as multiplicative

feature to this organizational recording device. The context is the driving force

where by the tool or model provides an organizational structure that can be used

across many different problem situations.

Mt Martin' bioltigy,Oass.ts starting.a Khoo!: garden..Tbey.ve11113e.:orcleOng Pia 0.4Y tilt box.
from ir nuitery; Mr. mattiil .a.iktit: the dais to figitro t.ttci a gr roiroft) Warns...titre 16
bolts if om box. contains 3S

Thret.Sitocittftbittral. Tainsa; and col*stivesi.itte problem uairt.g.ratto:taibles;. buteacU
stuck*. gset1 aitTerztit.to.bk.

IL. Darren solyed the. problim.a. :*mett*Ilayr.

Exp tato Darretrs solution,

5 6 7

175 210 245

Explain Ca a's solution.
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During professional development workshops, we focus on teacher's

informal mathematical knowledge and how students might "do number

computation differently". As an example, during a MiC workshop we might ask

teachers to solve the following discount problem:

The sale price on a coat was $240 dollars after the original price was reduced by 20%.
Bridget wants to buy the same coat. Unfortunately the sale is over. How much will
Bridget have to pay for the coat?

Next we share the MiC number models with them. Finally we ask teachers to

revisit the discount problem in at least two additional ways, using MiC number

models. Just as students use MiC models flexibly, teachers learn the mechanics

of the number models using a variety of strategies. This technique is particularly

useful to help teachers improve their understanding of number and look at

number from a fresh student perspective. Additionally, some MiC teachers find

the ratio table and other number models to be useful tools in developing their

own number sense. As a result of her use of this model, one of our participants

exclaimed, "I think differently. For example, I make ratio tables in my head now!"

Assessment

Performance assessments are the norm rather than the exception in the

MiC curriculum. For example, the assessment tasks for Take a Chance require

students to not only answer questions about probability and chance, but also

requires them to create sample spaces for non-standard math situations based

on a given set of criteria. Figure 3 provides an illustration of one of these tasks.
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.....

ft Describe or draw the clothes KatrIna might have taken out of net cioset,

Figure 3 - MiC Unit Take a Chance Assessment, TG page 92

Frequently during professional development workshops, we present these

types of tasks prior to a discussion of the individual MiC curricula unit in order to

underscore the variety of ways that students might approach the problem. We

use this technique as an informal assessment tool to access teacher

understanding of the mathematical content of the unit. This not only helps

teachers to better understand the philosophy of the curriculum, but also helps

them understand the overall goals of the particular unit. In addition, we

continually focus on student thinking as a window to mathematical

understanding. We encourage teachers to develop their own strategies to

continually assess student understanding both formally and informally, using

principles of a balanced assessment program.

To summarize, MiC professional development workshops focus on three

key features. First, the examination of the intermediary models helps teachers

gain an understanding of the underlying philosophy of the curriculum and helps

them learn the mathematical content in the curricula materials from the students'

perspective. Secondly, the underlying philosophy of computational proficiency

across the curriculum is emphasized through discussion of the number models.
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Finally, we focus on alternative forms of assessment, including observation and

performance tasks.

Teacher Change

There is extensive literature on teacher change. Some pieces of research

focus directly on teacher change, and others on new or different factors or

programs, such as an experimental curriculum or a school wide structural reform,

with teacher change as one of the outcomes. Much of the change literature

conceptualizes the direction and process of change as that which is determined

by someone other than the teachers who is going through the change process.

Use of this concept of change often leads to the conclusion that change is

difficult, and that teachers resist change. An alternative concept of change

assumes that teachers change all the time (Richardson, et al., in press). These

changes take place over the career of the teacher, and are largely voluntary.

Teachers have a considerable amount of discretion as to whether to

implement the change in their classrooms. Research indicates that a teacher's

knowledge can be altered through classroom interaction (Fennema & Franke,

1992). When knowledge is changed during instruction, that knowledge becomes

more closely tied to the context in which it was developed. If the context in which

the teacher is situated were to change because of different content, different

classroom structure, or different students, the teacher's knowledge base would

also change (Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, & Carey, 1988; Shulman, 1987).

The degree of change in the knowledge drawn upon depends on the source of

the knowledge, how it is organized and connected, and the degree to which it is

tied to a specific situation.

12
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The findings in this study build upon two recent works related to teacher

change and the MiC curriculum. One is a case study of two teachers

implementing MiC. In this study, Clarke (1997) found that the [curriculum] unit of

instruction and the quality of students' work on it had a major influence on one of

the teachers who demonstrated observable change in his teaching approach.

Specifically, after observing the various ways that students solved problems

within the MiC units, this teacher regarded demonstration of strategies by himself

as problematic and switched to more student-oriented lessons (Clarke, 1997, p.

300).

Another case study detailed the changing perceptions of one teacher who

participated in the field-testing of initial versions of the MiC units (Meyer &

Ludwig, 1999). This particular teacher reported that his "knowledge of

mathematics and mathematics pedagogy" deepened as a result of teaching MiC

(p. 266). Additionally, he found that, in contrast to his prior assessment

techniques, he was now willing to go beyond evaluating students answers as

simply right or wrong to potential use as "starting points for instruction"(p. 266).

Method

Fourteen middle school teachers (grades 5-8) and two support

professionals across eight states (AZ, CA, IA, KA, NJ, NY, MI, & WI) volunteered

to participate in the study. Each teacher had at least one year teaching MiC and

had participated in one or more staff development workshops. Some of the

participants evolved into consultants for implementing the program, participating

Pligge, Kent, & Spence 13
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as staff development leaders to new MiC implementation sites. These teachers

were selected because one or more of the authors noted a positive growth in

their beliefs, math content and pedagogical content knowledge, and classroom

assessment practices.

Survey instruments and semi-structured interviews were used as primary

sources of data. The following are a selected sample of some of the survey

questions used in this study.

In what ways has your math instruction changed as a result of teaching MiC?

Has your knowledge of mathematics changed as a result of teaching MiC?

In addition, participants were asked to participate electronically in

reflections on their practice. At one point during the year, we asked teachers to

predict how their students might solve a specific problem. Afterwards, we asked

them to administer the problem to their students and reflect on their student's

work. Anecdotal records from staff development workshops and classroom visits

served as secondary data sources and were used to triangulate survey,

reflection, and interview data (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992).

The survey was administered to each teacher individually and consisted of

questions designed to provide baseline information about their epistemological

beliefs, math content knowledge and pedagogical strategies for teaching middle

grades topics in across the four the MiC content strands of Number, Algebra,

Geometry & Probability and Statistics. Unlimited time was given to complete the

survey and teachers were encouraged to be as explicit as possible in their

answers to the questions.

Pligge, Kent, & Spence 14
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Follow-up interviews were conducted with each of the participants either in

person or over the phone. These interviews were semi-structured in nature and

were used to clarify or add to responses given to the survey and/or to clarify

reflection pieces. All fourteen teachers were surveyed and interviewed two

times, prior to the beginning of the school year and before the end of the school

year.

Self-Report Data

The use of teacher self-reports of their instructional practices poses

several methodological challenges, such as the possibility of self-report bias due

to social desirability, the potential ambiguity of questions, and that teachers' may

have different perceptions of change than would a classroom observer (Spillane

& Zeuli, 1999). In this study, we attempted to overcome this bias by asking

teachers to reflect specifically on the contexts and content of the MiC units. We

felt that, by pushing teachers to describe examples beyond general practice to

those that focused on mathematical situations, some of the methodological

limitations could be reduced.

These considerations in survey construction were based on several

findings within the professional literature. One finding is that wording items that

describe sensitive practices so that the questions do not require teachers to

judge their own practices reduces response bias from social or professional

concerns (Mullens & Gay lor, 1999). Porter et al. (1993) examined the correlation

between teacher self-report survey data on detailed instructional practices and

content coverage, teachers' classroom logs, and classroom observations. They
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reported moderate to strong correlations between observation and log data, and

between survey and log data.

Data Analysis

Comparative analysis was the primary method by which the data was

organized and synthesized. The generative nature of our questions in the

written survey instrument and the semi-structured interviews allowed us to

synthesize the data by examining the patterns that emerged across the

responses (Strauss & Corbin, 1994). Through this "inductive" strategy, we

discovered a variety of themes that led to the grounding of our theoretical

framework (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). These themes will be detailed in the

results section of the paper.

Results

Five themes emerged from the data collected, in this study. Each theme

will be followed by direct quotes from participants in the study. These quotes will

be discussed with respect to both the underlying philosophy of the MiC

curriculum and the current reform literature in mathematics education.

1 6
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Teachers Learn to Value Informal Strategies as Mathematics

I don't solve algebraic equations using the formal algebra. I have these
convoluted strategies. Someone asked me at one company to do those
challenging problems... I was able to solve the problem by using a drawing. I
used to be afraid of not knowing the formal math...now I realize how much
math power I have!" (5th Grade Teacher)

"I have learned to value the low kids problem solving solutions"
(8h Grade Teacher)

" I would do a huge disservice to my kids by forcing kids to abstract too
soon..." (8th Grade Teacher)

"One thing that I have come to realize is how important it is to let students
operate at less formal levels, rather than pushing to formal thinking and/or
strategies. In the [unit] Graphing Equations, for example, it is very easy to
give students the impression that the formal methods for solving equations are
best, rather than drawing the model, if that is the method you illustrate on the
board. I did this my first year, with the result that students who were not at
that level tried to use the formal strategies and got confused and frustrated. I
now model the picture model and the equations together every time I solve an
equation or show the model if a student shows the equation. I have students
using the method that makes sense to them." (8th Grade Teacher)

One of the most important features of the RME instructional approach is

the emphasis on students' activities and informal ways of thinking about

mathematics. The designers of the MiC curriculum carefully considered the

development and sequencing of tasks to make the most of students' intuitive

notions about the problems. The focus is more on problem solving with

understanding than on perfecting the most formal procedures. The MiC

philosophy encourages movement back and forth between the formal, pre-formal

and informal methods. As referenced in the last quote above, this realization is

often most challenging for those teachers that are well schooled in formal

mathematics. The quote refers to a sequence of activities in the MiC unit

Graphing Equations (Kindt, et al., 1998). Here, the process of solving a linear

17
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equation with variables on both sides of the equal sign is presented through the

context of jumping frogs as shown Figure 4.

Attim:
.8'

*44

Figure 4 - MiC Unit Graphing Equations, page 32

Each frog begins a fixed distance from the path and makes jumps that are all the

same length going in the same direction. Next students are presented with a

problem (Figure 5) to solve. They are encouraged to share their strategy among

other members in their class.

$uppoie. the fro gs finish their:MOS:at exa:ctly the stuttelt$tatitt
fkOm the path vtin 4174ht:0:khOw th0 dNokneeOf e4thikitnO:
n apt fidali4ktante :frhin Oath:

.Mtaegie,5. kir $01v.tritthis-:;17.4700

Shalt ydur'grptt method:with the other members your
das:6:

Figure 5 - MiC Unit Graphing Equations, page 32

Finally a visual model, accompanied by an equation, is presented as one of

many solutions (Figure 6). Students are asked to explain the strategy depicted in

each step. The situation is modeled using pictures that are closely tied to the

frog context. Most importantly, these models provide access to informal
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strategies that students and teachers may not otherwise consider if the equations

would have been presented solely in symbolic form.

0.iiii:iov:tg:tiulotf 00104:3 0:1****1:40:100004 TAls:prOttrit
nietzwitommis dw:ie ppe- ,14g7w,,e* 034 1,04:ti*ifs*opi A: for
*it** 61 bi*OeI t: ***4 41400:41. Oa 44i =MOO= fOt
atpAuvrintof44.0*.:

4:41,00. #14ttic

M ha& .the kitglivot: **Aft Otkaviim:.
Oztv**.:A/0.gq.4threL

164:011. :**40t. witygok-:4400 .scot; te

tkkeit*..ttow,:t. .010gram:wo:'04.mod

Figure 6 - MiC unit Graphing Equations, page 33

If students had difficulties, we recommended that teachers ask questions

that would draw students back into the context to solve the problem. For

example, in this situation we would encourage them to reflect back to the frog

Pligge, Kent, & Spence 19
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context and draw the picture equations. In this way, as in many MiC units, the

context becomes the driving force behind the mathematics, providing more

students with access to more mathematics. Contrast this approach with a

traditional algebra course where only the symbolic form is presented to students

and formal procedures are shown for students to emulate and copy. The

process of solving linear equations thus becomes a practice of manipulating

numbers and symbols.

The data of this study supports the claim that valuing informal solution

strategies not only provides more students with mathematical power, but also

provides teachers a different approach and opportunity to learn mathematics.

The 8th grade teacher making reference to the Frog situation provides further

evidence of how her perception of mathematics changed as a result of teaching

MiC. She now values a variety of strategies, both informal and formal, as

legitimate mathematical solutions to algebraic problems.

Teachers See Math Differently -They Make Mathematical Connections

'Ratio tables helped me...1 visualize it for mental math...I use percent
bars...like if I am at the store.. I finally learned number sense..."

(5th Grade Teacher)

" Students make connections but not always in the way you expect."
(5th Grade Teacher)

"I finally see that mathematics can be more than just arithmetic."
(7th Grade Teacher)

"Some of the connections have been good. Like slope and contour maps."
(7th Grade Teacher)

"I think it is most important for students to understand what They are learning,
to develop a strong conceptual understanding so that procedures make
sense." (7th Grade Teacher)

never had the scatter plots and other data representations...in the graphing
units too. It is cool. 1 like it. The models, ratio table, bar models...they help
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kids in a very concrete way.... Like in Expressions & Formulas those 2 or 3
variable problems it's a new approach to set up things. it is really different
and powerful" (6Th Grade Teacher)

"I've learned more about the connections in mathematics between different
topics that we typically promote as being so distinct. For instance, in one of
the 8th grade geometry units, the following topics are all grouped together:
Pythagorean theorem, glide ratios, perpendicular bisectors, areas of different
figures, circumference of a circle, polyhedral shapes. Then the most amazing
thing happens. The assessment at the end of the unit actually ties it all
together in a problem set up to assess all these things."

(8th Grade Teacher)

The last quote above refers to end-of-unit assessment task for the MiC

unit Going the Distance (Abels, et al., 1998). The problem, shown in Figures 7 &

8, requires students to apply the concepts they have learned to a new situation.

There li.:a0.1nrt,age of parking' plaOs dowttown.Datrnifi Mithikan, T tity council
decided to totwert the .rooftop or a high -rise building inlo:,kparkihggaf,age. l s order
accomplish 11*;01`VW-hlte0::WO:htrO. to deOgn a model for a ramp that cars tO]use tr
reathihg roptiop fiii.iiiiing:areib titYtodes.mandate that the grade- of the road cannot
exceed Gr ctt*rx.y(,ir.4:4: the Qopemust he smaller than G.l or AI. psk;. building is
24..-meirers 114'4,

1. a..(41 4 *0 Of tilit011.::000, 'TTItitic0. r.--.41adr.aikitiktfilhetraight-rattip.ivith.:4-OnOe
(Use a scale OF 1...centime.ter 6:meters.;)

..Pow long is the raipii7

4r

Adr5P

..41111F7-

Figure 7 - MIC unit Going the Distance Assessment, TG page 139.
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The: architect sees that* straight', ramp 80II extend ton mich IPto the 4treet. Therefote,
she detides. to 'tom het :straight ramp hito a tittle that will be att74hed to til-e::Odo pf the
4tiftditig: The ratOp is 5: meters wide,

2. á will be the tileinctet Ot- the Circular Mimi area it the ramp:has:ape
:com.plete:tont?

b. -If.the'remp:ls:redesigned SO that it ntaintairiS its length hitt rq.ilceatwo complete.
014anoter .Cii'clitarOpen..*real.

The architect deckliaJP:Wilii rarrip with twrs.'eoq.illleteltiros..The ramp will be
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edge of a cirCitlaritaiiipTlf' so, describe th Oifferenci:

Figure 8 - MIC unit Going the Distance Assessment, page 140

The teachers of this study shared that they now see math differently.

Some of them were math phobic, others were taught math as fragmented topics

in isolation. It appears that all of them in some way or another now see more

math connections. They understand math differently. They claim that the

curriculum helps them and their students to see more of the big picture about

mathematics.

22
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Teachers Learn from Their Students

"I've learned that children's thinking can go much deeper and beyond what I
had previously been expecting of them"

(eh Grade Teacher)

°Issues of multiple strategies... I think that there are so many different
ways to solve a problem... Whether we got it right or not...the fact that I
never thought so much about it before...It is so funny, now that's all we
think about in class. Each of the kids thinks so differently..."

(5th Grade Teacher)

"I just learned another connection from a kid recently. I am an algebraist.
am not very good at geometry. We were tessellating triangles in

Triangles & Patchwork. One of my students solved the problem in a very
visual way. I am learning to appreciate the visual approach more and
more"

(eh Grade Teacher)

"I'm more willing to see the mathematics the way kids see it."
(7th Grade Teacher)

"Most new mathematics they [the teachers] learn is through teaching the
materials. We all know that the teacher learns more than anyone.
However, there are specific instances when I have observed teachers
learning through student's eyes; e.g., a student presents a strategy, and
the teacher has to say, 'wait a minute and let me think about that."

(Math Support Person)

"In working on this geometry unit, I overlooked the idea that we were
drawing a perpendicular bisector between two points. We had been
drawing perpendicular bisectors using a compass and a straight edge.
Since I wasn't thinking of it by that name, I overlooked the fact that you
could simply connect two points, find the midpoint using a ruler, make a
90 degree angle there, then draw the fine (i.e. the perpendicular
bisector). However, one of my students noticed that as a method and
presented it to the class. At this point, I recognized what I'd been
missing, and knowing this, asked the students what we should call this
type of line that we'd been drawing in. One of the students noted that
we'd drawn it perpendicular to that "other" line and another said we cut it
in half. It wasn't hard to convince them that "perpendicular bisector" fit
the bill."

(eh Grade Teacher)

The Standard that often receives a great deal of attention is

"Communication". The consensus is that the ability to articulate mathematical

ideas is important for student learning. It has also been found to be an

important instructional tool for teachers. That is, students' thinking can provide

the basis for teacher's decision-making (Carpenter, et al., 1988). However, this
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study has also shown that the design and implementation of the MiC curriculum

can also provide teachers with opportunities to learn new mathematics by

assessing their students' approaches to solving problems in the MiC curriculum.

This is particularly true for teachers who may not have as much formal

mathematical background or a limited understanding of mathematics.

Because traditional texts and methods usually present the most "efficient

mathematical strategy", teachers often times do not know themselves that other

strategies are legitimate. By focusing on the students' strategies for solving

problems, MiC teachers often find that they learn new mathematics as well.

Teachers Describe a Change in their Classroom Environment

"Instead of standing up and showing them how to do everything. I provide a place
and mind set to solve problems... Before I use to give them strategies to solve
problems, now they give me the strategies... I assess kids differently. "

(5th Grade Teacher)

"I can facilitate a discussion better...I ask better questions...I still need work but I
am getting better! I focus more on process and concepts than before."

(5th Grade Teacher)

"The biggest change I see is that teachers (and students) are once again excited
about mathematics." (Math Support Person)

"My kids don't want to stop when time is up."
(5th Grade Teacher)

"I could see kids being more engaged in mathematics; really solving problems.
Recently we had our Formal District Assessments. It used to be that kids would
just fill in the bubbles on the answer sheet and not even try to do the problems.
This time, all the kids were attacking the problems and really getting into it.
They've gained confidence...they have an arsenal of strategies... before they
would have sat and done nothing...now they have plan of attack. They are risk
takers" (8th Grade Teacher)

Learning new mathematical strategies from their students has

transformed many MiC teachers' classrooms. In response to the question

Pligge, Kent, & Spence
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"Has you teaching of mathematics been influenced since implementing

MiC? Describe how it has changed", the majority of the participants

described a classroom that is student centered. This comment was

consistent across the responses and reflected a change in perception

about their role as a math teacher.

While each individual teacher's classroom is unique, during

observations in many of the participating teachers' classrooms, we have

noticed several similarities in the norms and practices that have been

established as a result of implementing MiC. Most of these teachers use

cooperative groups as the norm rather than the exception or special

occasion. Most also focus class discussions on mathematical discourse

and sharing of students' strategies for solving the problems. This is

exemplified by one of the participants who stated, "Students are a bigger

part of the instruction - they teach too". Finally, these teachers have

placed more emphasis on observational data in assessing student

progress and discovered creative ways to document what they observed.

Teachers Appreciate the Tasks and the Design of the Curriculum

"For example in Graphing Equations problem 1.9 where the kids are given two
lines that will intersect off the graph. The strategies the kids come up with to find
the point of intersection is amazing! Kids come up and share how they did it. It
is very powerful. I'd like to do it more...Problems like that should be in neon
signs. They are great! You can see development from informal to formal"

(8th Grade Teacher)

" The curriculum has given me more clarity into what student's can do. I know
what to expect from and watch it and can nurture it"

(eh Grade Teacher)

like the MiC approach because it gives students a chance to think it through on
their own first." (5th Grade Teacher)
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I no longer aim only for mastery of each topic before moving on. ...I've seen
how concepts continually reappear and how this spiral provides opportunities for
students to engage in concepts again and again and so build knowledge on a
broader foundation" (61h Grade Teacher)

7 can remember when I taught Decision Making... I came to our next workshop
and showed you the amazing student work. I would have never believed in a
million years that these lower level kids could use such informal strategies to
graph lines. The context provided my students with access to some pretty
sophisticated mathematics. Then it happened again when you shared the bar
model with us. I tried it out right away with my eh grade students. More kids
were finally able to master those percent problems. The percent bar helped
them make sense of the problems. You know I even forgot that was new. I
have just been using for so long now it seems second nature. "

(81h Grade Teacher)

We experienced many challenges and some frustrations as we worked

with others to make MiC meaningful for students and teachers. In working on

individual units, many American developers did not appreciate the uniqueness of

MiC. However, just as teachers come to appreciate mathematical activities when

they witness their own students' successes with them, we have come to

appreciate the benefits of the curriculum as teachers describe their successes

with MiC. In particular, they are able to point to specific tools that have helped

them become better mathematical thinkers, such as the case with the ratio table

or bar model. It convinces us that teachers can learn content that they did not

previously understand by following the developmental process that their students

follow as they work through the problems in the units.

Conclusions

Attention now turns to an examination of the revised curriculum Standards

(2000) document. The five themes described in this article reflect success

stories of the original document and anticipate new goals for mathematics
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education as envisioned in the new document. The six principles that guide the

Standards (2000) document are equity, curriculum, teaching, learning,

assessment, and technology. The Teaching Principle is stated as follows,

"Effective mathematics teaching requires understanding what students know and

need to learn and then challenging and supporting them to learn it well" (p. 16).

We feel that the MiC curriculum has provided teachers with an innovative way to

view students' informal knowledge of mathematics through the visual and

dynamic representations used to introduce and develop the concepts.

The Curriculum Principle goes onto say, "A curriculum is more than a

collection of activities: it must be coherent, focused on important mathematics,

and well articulated across the grades" (p. 14). From a developer and staff

developer's perspective, we appreciate the connections across the MiC

curriculum. We also recognize that individual teachers at any particular grade

level may not have developed this level of understanding. We attempt, as much

as possible, to provide teachers with opportunities to experience these

connections during the staff development workshops. In some cases, teachers

like the one quoted at the beginning of this article, completely change their

perception of the entire subject of mathematics as a result of teaching the MiC

curriculum. Many of them reflect on the distinctions between their current

understanding of mathematics and their knowledge prior to their implementation

of the curriculum.

One of the supervisors who participated in the study shared her

perceptions of how the implementation of MiC has impacted the teachers in her

district. She noted in the following quote that MiC provided benefits to teachers
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whom already have a good knowledge base of mathematics and those who may

not.

For those who know the math, it has radically changed their mode of
delivery. For those teachers who do not know the math, it provides
them a way to teach math in a non-threatening way.

(MiC District Support Person)

Many of the teachers in this study are not math certified. Teaching the MiC

curriculum has helped them learn new mathematics as their students experience

the activities and problems in the units.

The underlying philosophy of the MiC curriculum emphasizes students'

developmental learning patterns and assessment. The teachers perceptions of

how their own instruction has changed as a result of teaching MiC provides much

potential for the envisioned goal that all students learn significant math topics.

However, the equity principle remains as the most challenging to incorporate.

Emphasis on valuing multiple strategies provides students who do not typically

perform well on traditional math tasks with opportunities to learn concepts that in

the past were gatekeepers to more advanced math classes in high school. Still,

we face ongoing challenges in how to help teachers help all students learn

significant mathematics as envisioned by this guiding principle. Much too often

we continue to see the need for district to sort students; this is even after they

see the beauty of allowing kids to successfully solve the same problems at

different levels. More is needed in the way of longitudinal studies of students'

achievement across grade levels. Currently, some are underway. While we

cannot say that MiC has worked for all teachers in all districts, the quote we end

with provides a taste of the potential impact that this and other Standards based
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curricula could have on the performance of all students in middle grades

mathematics.

I could see kids being more engaged in mathematics; really solving.
problems. Recently we had our Formal District Assessments. It
used to be that kids would just fill in the bubbles on the answer
sheet and not even try to do the problems. This time, all the kids
were attacking the problems and really getting into it. They've
gained confidence...they have an arsenal of strategies... before
they would have sat and done nothing...now they have plan of
attack. They are risk takers. (81h Grade Teacher)
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